Working with DNA Prediction Chart
We have put together a DNA Prediction Chart, combining suggestions from several sources.
This is the way we suggest that you use it.
Here are the FTDNA results that Sandra has with Fred.

First I gather the statistics. We only consider segments 5 cM or over.
The total DNA shared is the total of column F. 221.64 cM
The longest segment is 35.06
The total number of segments is 12
To get the % of DNA, divide the total cMs over 5 by 74.4 if X is included in the total cMs or if
results are from 23andme (Otherwise use 68)
In this case 221.64/74.4 = 2.97%
Now bring up the DNA prediction chart. You can print the table and color it in if you wish. I have
shaded the areas where Fred’s DNA falls.
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These show a number of ranges. DNA is not 100% predictable so we are working with averages
to get a better idea of what the relationship is likely to be. The green is very high for the rest of
the data, note that there are no comparable figures for some of the relationships, so discard
the high part. Most of the shading falls in about the same area of the chart. Looking at the
chart, I would think the chances are pretty high that we are looking at a 2 nd cousin, twice
removed to a 3rd cousin relationship. This means shared great- great grandparents.
Another example:
Sandra had a cousin match with Carter

Going to prediction chart:
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This single segment is very long, but the number of segments and the percentage are the most
important keys here. Look at 3rd cousin and 3rd cousin once removed.
Remember these are just guidelines and suggested areas to explore, you may have to move
closer or further out on the tree.
This chart helps you get a picture of what you are dealing with. It is not an absolute.
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